































SpurenderBeschleunigungkosmischerStrahlen. Dies machtsiezuidealenBoten. Der
astrophysikalische Neutrinofluss wurdevomIceCube Neutrino ObservatoriumamSüd-
polgemessen.EinzelneQuelendiesesFlusseskonntennochnichtaufgelöstwerden.Der
Südhimmelbeheimatetvielegalaktische Objekte,unter AnderendasZentrumder Ga-

































































































































3.1.Initialcompositionof(νe:νµ :ντ)andcompositionafter mixing..... 27





























































































































































































































Theexponent γisalsoknownasthe"spectralindex". AscanbeseeninFig. 2.1














Thefeatures ofthecosmicrayspectrumcould also beexplained with a purely
galacticoriginofcosmicrays[5].




astatic magneticfieldnormaltotheparticalsvelocity wilfolowacycle withradius
r= ✶✳✵✽E[1×10
15eV]
ZB[µG] [pc][6]. Here,Eistheenergyoftheparticle,Bisthe magnetic
fieldandZtheatomicnumberoftheelement. Thediameterofthecircledefinedbyr
isthe minimalsize(dsite = ✷r)foranaccelerationsiteandgivesadirectconnection
between maximalpossibleenergyandthe magneticfieldsandsizeofanaccelerationsite
Emax ∼dsiteZB–heavierelementscanreachhigherenergiesinanaccelerationsite.


































The produced hadronsinteract again with particlesinthe atmosphere or decay.
























QGSJET I-03 + ZS
SIBYLL 2.1 + ZS


























































































































































































































A mechanism, first proposed by Enrico Fermi ("Fermi acceleration")in 1949
[36],seemstofulfiltheserequirements. Thefolowingexplanationsandformulanotations
areinspiredby[8].Fermishowedthatparticlescouldgainenergybythecolisionand







































































































































































Short GRBs peak at a duration of about 0✳3s whilelong GRBs peak at about
30s. GRBswithadurationsmalerthan2sareclassifiedasshortGRBs,otherwise,they
areclassifiedaslong GRBs. The mostcommoninterpretationofthisfeaturearetwo
differentsourceclasses. Thecolapseofmassivestars(mass>✶✺M )hasbeenidentified
astheprogenitorforsomeofthelong GRBs. Likewise,forshort GRBsthe mergingof
twocompactobjectsinabinarysystemhasbeendiscussed[63]. However,therearestil














thegalacticplane6 andfoundnumerousgalacticsources(see Fig. 2.5). Depending
ontheirpositiononthesky, manyofthesealsohavebeenobservedby MAGICand









In manycasesasourceis notonlyobservedinGeV andTeV gammarays, but
alsoinradioandX-raybands. Theemissioninthesebandsisgeneralyinterpretedas
synchrotronradiationofelectrons. Thus,a modeldescribingtheGeV andTeVemission
byelectronslosingtheirenergyviainverse-comptonscatteringor Bremsstrahlunghas
tobeconsistentwiththeradioandX-rayobservations[70].InFig. 2.6thesupernova





























shel upstream[78]or withaclumpy mediumlikeadense molecularcloud[79,80].
Theobservationornon-observationofneutrinoscouldhelptoeithersupporthadronic
scenariosorlimittheircontributiontotheobservedgammarays.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Most modelspredicttheproductionof ντ atthesourcetobeverysmal oreven




















Pavel Cherenkov. Thespeedoflightinthe mediumisdefinedbythespeedoflight
invacuumcovertherefractiveindexn. Thesephotonsareemittedinaspecificangle,




























































































3.1. Physics of neutrino detection
nucleons and cascade down to lower energies [124]. Such a cascade extends for a few
meters at100 T eVneutrino energy and about200 mat10 EeV[125]. As long as secondary
charged particles in these interactions are fast enough, they emit Cerenkov light. Similar
to the air showers discussed in section 2.2.1 an electo-magnetic component is produced
as wel, increasing the light yield [124]. Scattering of photons leads to an almost
isotropic light distribution after25 min the ice of the IceCube detector [125]. Hence,
for larger distances from the interaction vertex the emission appears almost spheric. A
neutral-current cascade is depicted in Fig. 3.4 A.
In a neutral-current interaction the neutrino can carry a large part of its energy
away. While in charged-current interactions the median of the sum of the energies of the
produced lepton and the hadronic cascade at the interaction vertex is larger than 90% of
































Figure 3.4:Schematic representation of the four neutrino interaction signatures of neu-
trinos detectable with an IceCube-like detector.
For charged-current interactions of electron- and tau-neutrinos the produced pat-
terns of photons are very similar to the case of neutral interactions. However, in case of
the electron there is an additional electromagnetic cascade (see Fig. 3.4 B). In case of the
tau-neutrino the pattern depends on the energy of the neutrino. For subPeVenergies
the tau decays fast1. If a muon is produced in this decay, the pattern wil look similar to
that of the interaction of the muon neutrino discussed below. In the other cases the addi-
tional hadronic and electromagnetic cascade of particles just adds more Cerenkov photons.
At very high energies the produced tau can travel for distances that are outside
1cτ=8703µm mτ=1776 GeV[15]. Hence, a tau with energy [1 T eV,10 T eV,100 T eV,1 PeV,10 T eV]







Incaseofa muon neutrinointeracting witha nucleonoveracharged-currentin-
teractiona muonisproducedassecondaryparticle. Usualy,alargepartoftheneutrino
energyistransferredtothis muon. Thesehigh-energetic muonscantravelforseveral
kilometresthrougha mediumlikeiceorwaterbeforetheylosetheirenergyasdescribed





directionofthe muon. Hence,alsothe majorityoftheirCerenkovlightisemittedinthe
sameangleasfortheinitial muontrack,increasingtheoverallightyield.Someofthese









Additionaly, muons with TeV energies cantravelseveral kilometers beforethey
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Thus,thenexttenstrings, AMANDA B, weredeployedindepthsbetween 1545m
33
3.Theprincipleofhigh-energyneutrinodetectionandneutrinotelescopes



























































Oneis digitization by afast Analogueto Digital Converter(fADC). ThisfADC
samplesthesignaltakenbythePMTwitharateof40 Megasamplespersecond(MSPS).
IfthefADCgetstriggered,256samplesarerecorded,coveringatimeintervalof6✳4µs.
For a highertime-resolutiontwo Analog Transient Waveform Digitizer(ATWDs)




































































1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400
inFig.3.9). Therefore,lesslightisdetectedfrom
interactionsofmuons/neutrinosinthisregion.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































ANTARES sensitivity (1338 days)
ANTARES (1338 days)
 bands (1338 days)°ANTARES ful-sky limit - 1
 <100 TeV sensitivityνANTARES E
IceCube 3 years
IceCube 3 years sensitivity
 < 100 TeV sensitivity
ν










































































































80 %ofal chargedcurrent muonneutrinointeractionstheinitialcascadeisthe most
energeticone(seeFig.5.2). Atlowerenergies,below10TeV,thischangestoalmost90%.
51















Figure 5.1:Topology of events in IceCube. a): Starting muon track b): Through-going
muon track c): Low energy muon bundle. Shown are the quasi-continuous
and stochastic energy losses and three track length variables.
Muons produced in an air shower often arrive in a group, a muon bundle [21].
These bundles have a more equaly distributed light yield. They are on average of lower
energy and a larger part of their energy is emitted continuously (see section 3.1.3 and
Fig. 5.1 c).
If an atmospheric bundle consists of few, or only one, muon that carries most of the
bundle’s energy, the energy losses of this muon wil be very similar to the neutrino
induced track (see Fig. 5.1 b). If by chance this event lacks a large stochastic energy
loss in the veto region of the detector, it wil be very chalenging to separate it from a
"starting" neutrino event.
Muons from bundles produced in the atmosphere can have enough energy to pene-
trate the ice and enter the instrumented volume of IceCube. Some of these muons then
decay inside the detector. AT eVmuon produced by a neutrino interaction inside the
detector volume, however, leaves the detector volume (see Fig. 3.5). Thus, a hit pattern
which stops inside the detector, see Fig. 5.1 c, is an indicator for an atmospheric muon
(bundle).
5.2.2. Angular reconstruction
This section about angular reconstruction is in large parts a summary of the paper
describing the reconstruction methods used for the AMANDA detector [168]. Where
used, additional references are given.
The direction of a muon is reconstructed with the help of likelihood reconstruc-
52
5.2.Eventreconstructionandvariables
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100 GeV < E < 1 TeV
1 TeV < E < 10 TeV
10 TeV < E < 100 TeV
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MPE LLH reco. (spline)
analytical reco.

















































































contributionsfromal optical modulesprovidesthebestfitenergyestimator. The
qualityofthisestimatorisdirectlyconnectedtothequalityofΛ. Duetothenon-
trivialiceproperties,intermofwavelengthdependingscatteringandabsorptionsas































































































































































5. Event selection and reconstruction
Figure 5.9:Impact of the Level 3 cut for the IC86-II+ selection: Compared are simu-
lated atmospheric muon events (green curves) and simulated down-going and
starting neutrino events (brown curves). The majority of background events
(light green curve) is reconstructed with low energies. The contribution of
neutrino events above10 T eVis indicated by the dashed lines. The signal
simulation is upscaled to the rate of the atmospheric muon simulation.
the summed up charge of the OMs on the string which carries the first OM reporting a
pulse in LC is used. The charge and distance conditions are implemented to reject events
in which the energy estimator is misled by a large charge deposition in a single OM very
near to the reconstructed track. The additional layer two condition alows for events
starting deeper inside the detector, thus less likely to be an atmospheric muon, to have a
lower reconstructed energy. A visualization of these variables and the pass condition can






Figure 5.10:Level 3 variables. The grey dashed lines indicate the first outer two layers.
for an event to pass the level three selection:
•log (Ereco /GeV)>4and:
–first OMnotin layer 2 or :
–log (QfirstLCstring/ PE) > 1.5







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































pruned. Theclassifierreturnsavaluebetween-1to1, withlargervaluesbeing more
signal-like.




















































atmo. µ 17.1 1/s
Astro νµ E
−2 (a.u.)
νµ training selection (a.u.)


















































































































































atmo. µ 17.1 1/s
Astro νµ E
−2 (a.u.)
νµ training selection (a.u.)
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IC86 PS  −30◦>δ>−60◦
STeVE 11 0◦>δ>−90◦
STeVE 12 0◦>δ>−90◦
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IC86-I+ atm. νµ (vetoed)
IC86-I+ best fit astro
IC86-I+ data
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Eventselection a b c d
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One simple example: The detector is split in half. One half is operational while the other
one is off. For the filter and the reconstruction events arriving from the off direction
appear to start inside the volume, see Fig 5.25.
 
Figure 5.25:Impact of a partial detector configuration. If parts of the detector are
disabled (grey OMs), it can be very chalenging to distinguish atmospheric
muons from starting tracks.
To avoid such a scenario and the corresponding increase in background events, al
runs that are taken during periods in which 50 or more optical modules in the veto region
are deactivated are excluded. As shown in Fig. 5.26 this cut eliminates the vast majority
of runs with an atypical rate variation. The remaining modulation is due to the annual
atmospheric changes leading to a variation in the overal muon flux.
42 OMs in the veto region are out of service permanently. While partial detector
operation should only increase the number of detected events from a broad region in
most of the cases, a scenario can be constructed in which only a few OMs on one veto
layer string are deactivated. Muons could then arrive primarily from this direction. If a
run during such a partial detector operation lasts for several hours, the rotation of the
Earth should smear out this effect. However, for very short periods of partial detector
configuration it might be problematic since the smearing might not occur. Since short
runs are typicaly related to some problems during data taking, al runs that last for
less than thirty minutes are excluded. While these measures avoid potential harm, the




































































































































































































6. Point-like source analysis and results
One likely explanation for the observed abundance of underfluctuations is the use
of the energy term in the LLH. It has been shown in more detail in [192] that the number
of data events used in IceCube analyses is too smal to sample the background PDF
correctly. An example of such a TS distribution and a comparison of a fittedχ and the
expectedχ can be found in Fig. 6.2 for−30°declination.
Figure 6.2:χ- fit to the background-only TS distribution.
Both ηandNdof are zenith-dependent, see Fig. 6.3. For this analysis spline
functions are fitted to both distributions in order to estimateηandNdoffor every
declination. The values of these spline are then used to convert the evaluated TS values
into p-values.
Figure 6.3:Zenith dependence of the twoχ parametersηandNdof
6.2. Sensitivities
The sensitivity of this analysis is shown in Fig. 6.4. Here, both the sensitivity for a






























































































 E−2100 TeV hard cut off
STeVE 11-14 sensitiviy
STeVE 11-14 disc. pot.
STeVE 11-14 upper limits 
ANTARES 1338 days









































































































































 E−2100 TeV hard cut off
STeVE E LLH 
STeVE BDT LLH 
STeVE spatial only LLH 
STeVE dist LLH 
ANTARES 1338 days
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rel. DOM eff. 90%
base
+10 % abs.


































rel. DOM eff. 100%
base
+10 % abs.










































rel. DOM eff. 110%
base
+10 % abs.















































rel. DOM eff. 100%
base
base (cont.)
+ 10 % abs.
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None 1PeV 100TeV 10TeV
PSRB1259-63 – – – – 36 42 91 1372
HESSJ1018-589 – – – – 40 44 92 1233
GX339-4* – – – – 33 37 72 639
LS5039 – – – – 47 51 82 432
CirX-1* – – – – 34 36 76 1001
Table6.2.:TableofalsourcesclassifiedassupernovaremnantsaccordingtoTeVCat.
SeeTab.6.1foramoredetaileddescription.




None 1PeV 100TeV 10TeV
RCW86 – – – – 37 43 91 1301
HESSJ1800-240B <0.1 4.0 0.267 1.0 53 60 110 950
SNRG015.4+00.1 – – – – 45 52 85 476
RXJ0852.0-4622 – – – – 38 45 81 741
W28 – – – – 53 57 110 766
SN1006SW – – – – 42 45 80 650
CTB37A – – – – 48 49 94 830
CTB37B – – – – 47 49 92 781
RXJ1713.7-3946 – – – – 45 47 91 832
HESSJ1800-240A 1.2 4.0 0.239 1.0 54 61 111 938
SNRG349.7+00.2 1.0 2.5 0.23 1.0 51 54 93 801
HESSJ1731-347 – – – – 45 48 81 539
SN1006NE – – – – 41 43 79 628
SNRG318.2+00.1 – – – – 42 47 99 1343









None 1PeV 100TeV 10TeV
HESSJ1825-137 – – – – 36 39 61 339
VelaX 2.2 4.0 0.201 1.0 42 48 90 933
HESSJ1303-631 – – – – 36 41 89 1355
HESSJ1813-178 – – – – 43 50 91 598
HESSJ1458-608 0.8 2.3 0.237 1.0 44 51 108 1583
HESSJ1718-385 – – – – 48 50 95 829
Kookaburra(PWN) – – – – 44 50 108 1512
HESSJ1708-443 1.5 4.0 0.294 1.0 43 47 86 835
HESSJ1831-098 5.4 2.9 0.034 0.973 59 61 90 486
HESSJ1640-465 – – – – 38 45 82 726
SNRG327.1-01.1 – – – – 36 40 79 998
HESSJ1837-069 – – – – 34 35 50 202
HESSJ1026-582 – – – – 36 40 83 1097
HESSJ1632-478 3.6 4.0 0.115 1.0 44 50 94 992
Kookaburra(Rabbit) – – – – 43 49 106 1496
SNRG292.2-00.5 3.6 4.0 0.134 1.0 48 53 111 1757
HESSJ1809-193 – – – – 50 57 100 654
HESSJ1356-645 – – – – 40 47 99 1464
SNRG000.9+00.1 9.2 3.9 0.007 0.5 76 90 162 1591
MSH15-52 1.9 4.0 0.166 1.0 43 48 99 1400
HESSJ1616-508 4.4 2.2 0.002 0.198 70 79 157 1963
IGRJ18490-0000 0.4 4.0 0.117 1.0 97 98 142 477









None 1PeV 100TeV 10TeV
HESSJ1614-518 3.1 2.2 0.013 0.742 58 64 127 1702
Westerlund2 – – – – 36 38 80 1032
Westerlund1 – – – – 38 43 85 739
HESSJ1848-018 – – – – 43 44 64 225
Terzan5 – – – – 54 61 113 1068
Table6.5.:TableofalsourcesclassifiedasunidentifiedaccordingtoTeVCat.SeeTab.
6.1foramoredetaileddescription.




None 1PeV 100TeV 10TeV
HESSJ1626-490 2.8 3.2 0.218 1.0 37 42 82 857
HESSJ1634-472 2.1 4.0 0.18 1.0 41 48 89 883
HESSJ1804-216 – – – – 48 52 101 583
HESSJ1808-204 – – – – 51 57 102 630
HESSJ1729-345 – – – – 45 48 82 541
HESSJ1708-410 1.9 2.6 0.286 1.0 45 48 87 777
HESSJ1834-087 – – – – 37 38 55 245
HESSJ1641-463 – – – – 38 44 82 753
HESSJ1841-055 – – – – 33 34 47 171
HESSJ1427-608 – – – – 43 49 107 1536
HESSJ1843-033 – – – – 31 32 46 157
HESSJ1507-622 4.4 2.3 0.039 0.986 38 44 92 1328
HESSJ1741-302 – – – – 41 51 88 702
HESSJ1702-420 – – – – 40 43 78 629
GalacticCentre – – – – 41 48 84 656
HESSJ1832-093 – – – – 39 39 55 258









None 1PeV 100TeV 10TeV
PKS1454-354* – – – – 43 47 78 562
PKS1622-297* 1.2 4.0 0.278 1.0 43 53 92 795
H2356-309 0.6 4.0 0.33 1.0 42 51 88 728
CentaurusA – – – – 40 43 79 645
1ES0347-121 – – – – 36 36 54 304
APLib – – – – 54 61 110 973
PKS1406-076* – – – – 37 37 53 217
PKS0727-11* – – – – 36 37 54 304
SHBLJ0013-188 <0.1 3.3 0.425 1.0 47 54 94 609
KUV00311-1938 6.7 2.8 0.05 0.995 79 89 159 1059
QSO1730-130* 1.6 2.5 0.45 1.0 38 39 59 359
ESO139-G12* – – – – 44 49 105 1449
1ES1101-232 <0.1 4.0 0.308 1.0 54 58 108 811
1RXSJ1010-311 4.9 4.0 0.051 0.996 59 69 122 1213
PKS0454-234* – – – – 55 59 110 802
PKS0548-322 <0.1 4.0 0.437 1.0 39 45 75 568
NGC253 – – – – 54 61 118 1095
PKS2155-304 0.7 3.5 0.324 1.0 43 51 89 743
PKS1510-089 – – – – 37 38 55 257
PKS0426-380* – – – – 46 47 90 753
PKS0301-243 – – – – 54 60 108 932
QSO2022-077* – – – – 35 36 51 216
1ES1312-423 – – – – 39 42 77 646
3C279 – – – – 34 35 48 174
PKS2005-489 6.9 3.2 0.037 0.982 51 58 115 1301
PKS0447-439 – – – – 39 43 79 655











None 1PeV 100TeV 10TeV
VelaPulsar 1.1 4.0 0.293 1.0 40 45 86 836
LMCN132D – – – – 43 56 129 1943
LHA120-N157B – – – – 46 57 132 2015
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6. Point-like source analysis and results
Hence, there is no indication for a point-like source of neutrino emission. The p-
value map of the southern sky is shown in Fig. 6.16. Three additional points of
comparable significance are also visible by eye. With the most significant point described
wel by the background only hypothesis this is also true for them. Additionaly, three of
four points are close to the horizon. In this region, the search with through-going events







0.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 3.6 4.2 4.8 5.4 6.0
- log10( pre- trial p- value)
Figure 6.16:Four year skymap of the Southern sky withSTeVE. The point with the
lowest background probability is indicated by the black box.
6.5.1. Discussion of the results
Comparison with other IceCube searches
This search improves the sensitivity of IceCube for sources of point-like neutrino emission
below100 T eVin the southern sky by about50 to100 . For very horizontal points,
closer than10°to the horizon, the combined through-going and MESE search is more
sensitive. Below10 T eVSTeVEperforms worse than the LESE search - optimized for
this energy range. The results of al IceCube analyses presented here (through-going,
MESE,STeVEand LESE) are in agreement with the background-only hypothesis.
Comparison with other ANTARES searches
The sensitivity of ANTARES for a100 T eVcutoff scenario is a factor two to four better





















Neithertheanalysis bythe ANTAREScolaboration northisanalysiscanrestrict
the models. Giventhesmal sensitivityofSTeVE forneutrinosbelow10TeVand
thesteepspectraand/orcutoffinenergyatafewTeVorbelowforthesources
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Eν < 100 TeV: νe+νµ+ντ
Eν < 100 TeV: νµ
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Forthissearch, datataken bytheIceCube neutrinotelescope between May2011













































































 E−2100 TeV hard cut off
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